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Abstract. For a class of high-gain stabilizable multivariable linear infinit+dimensional
systems we present an adaptive control law which achieves approximate asymptotic tracking
in the sense that the iracking error tends asymptotically to a ball centred at 0 and of arbitrary
prescribed radius t > 0. This control strategy, called )-tracking, combines proportional error
feedback with a simple nonlinear adaptation of the feedback gair. It does not involve any
parameter estimation algorithms, nor is it based on the internal model principle. The class
of reference signals is Wl'-, the Sobolev space of absolutely continuous functions which
are bounded and have essentially bounded derivative. The control strategy is robusi with
respecü to output measurement noise in Iü1'- and bounded input disturbances. We apply
our results to hereditary systems such as retarded and integrodifferential systems.
Key Words. Adaptive controll tracking; high-gain controll infinite.dimensional systemsl
functional differential equationsl integrodifferential equations.
1 Introduction
We present an adaptive regulator for the class of
infinite'dimensional rn-input-rn-output systems
described by
t(t) = x(ü(t)+ Gü(t) * ru(t),
g ( 0 )  =  g o € l R m ,  ( 1 ' 1 )
where as usual u(.) and y(.) denote the plant in-
put and output, respectively, G is a real rn x nz-
matrix whose eigenvalues have positive real parts,
and }C is a causal linear operator, which is input-
output stable in a certain sense, see Section 2
for details. In applications fi will be the input-
output operator of a state'space system or a sys-
tem described by a functional or partial differ-
ential equation. The function uJ(') then mod-
els the effect of non-zero inital conditions. Our
class covers retarded and integrodifferential sys-
tems which satisfy a generalized minimurr phase
condition and have a generalized high-frequency
gain whose eigenvalues have positive real parts,
and are hence stabilizable by static high-gain out-
put feedback (for a detailed discussion see Section
3).
To the above class of systems we apply a simple
adaptive controller of the form
e(r)
ü(0
Äro
r(0) (1.2)
This control stratery, called l-ürachng, is simi-
lar to a control law introduced by Ilchmann and
Ryan [8] in afinitsdimensional context' Iu (1'2)'
g'(') is a reference signal which is assumed to be-
long to Wl'*(lR+, IR- ), i'e. U" is absolutely con-
tinuous md y" ed ü, are essentia,lly bounded'
The consta;et ) > 0 is an upper bound for the
= v,(t)'- y(t)
= ,k(ü) e(t),
f (tt"<Ott - Ä)' , ir lle(t)ll  .\: 
1 o, if lle(t)ll < .\ 
'
:  k o .
'Tbia work was supported by the Huum C.lpnrr, tNp Moltrrtv programme (Project number CIIRX'CT93-0402)'
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asymptotic tracking error a.nd is chosen by the
designer. Setting D(e) : llull - f if llell Z Ä and
D(e) = 0 otherwise, the gain adaptation in (1.2)
can be written as k = D'("). The closed-loop sys-
tem given by (1.1) and (1.2) is shown in Figure
1 . 1 .
Our main result shows that for all initial condi-
tions ys and Ao and all borrnded functions ur(.),
the controller (1.2) achieves convergence of the
feedback gain l$(t), and the outpur y(t) will ap
proach the ball Br(9"(t)) of radius .\ centred at
y"(t) as t -+ co, i.e.
l imsupl le( t ) l l  S r .
t J m
(1.3)
Moreover, we show that the closed-loop system
is robust with respect to measurement noise in
Wt'-(R+,IR*) and bounded input disturbances.
Note that the control law (1.2) is of striking sim-
plicity - it combines proportional error feedbaclc
with a simple nonlinea,r adaptation of the feed,
back gain. It does not invoke any pararneter es-
timation, nor is it based on the internal model
principle. We mention that for finite-dimensional
problems, the concept of Ä-tracking has been suc-
cessfully applied to the control of industrial plants
and processes such a-g: continuous stirred tank
teactors for methanol synthesis [1], bina.ry distil-
lation columns [2], biogas tower reactors [] a.nd
anaerobic fermentation processes [9].
The technique of representing a large class of
high-gain stabilizable hfinite-dimensional linear
eystems by an abstract Volterra integrodifieren-
tial equation ofthe forrn (1.1) was introduced by
Logemann and Owens [11]. It has been exploited
for adaptive asymptotic tracking by Logema''n
and Ilchmann [10]. However, in [10] we needed to
invoke the internal model principle and the class
ofreference signals was essentially restrictedto fi-
nite sums of sinusoids. In this paper we overcome
this drawback by weakening the control objective
slightly: instead of exact asymptotic tracking the
design goal is approximate asymptotic tracking in
the sense of (1.3).
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 con-
tains the main result on adaptive )-tracking. A
number of prelimina,ries which are required for
the formulation of this result are also presented
in Section 2. Section 3 deals with applications
to hereditary systems such a.s retarded and int+
grodifferential systems.
Thie note does not contain any proofs. These can
be found in Ilchmann and Logemann [G].
Notation: As usual, set C-* ;: {s € ClRe s >
c], where a 
€ 
IR. The vector space of bounded
Borel measures on R+ with values in IRX' is de.
noted by M (R+ , R'"'). If X is a normed space,
then B(X) denotes the set of linear bounded op-
erators from X into X. If ? 
€ B(X), then o(T)
denotes the spectrum of ?. Finally, if / is a func-
tion defined on [0,a), where 0 ( o ( m, then we
define for all r e [0, o)
/ ( r )  ,  0 1 t s r
0  ,  t > r .
2 The main result
The plant to be controlled is given by (1.1), where
we assume that:
(Al) G 
€ 
iRmxm with a(G) c Co .
(A2) The operator ff is causal ald
$( 
€ 
a(r , (R+,R-))  n.B(r*(R+,m)).
Recall that 1f is called shift-inva,riant if StlC =
fiEr for all ü Z 0, where Ss denotes the operator
of right-shift by t. Since shift-invariance implies
causality (see Vidyasagar [13]), assumption (A2)
is implied by
(43) The operator }f is shift-invaxiant and
f i  
€ 
"B(r2(R+,R-)) nB(r*(R+, R-)) .
Assumption (AB) is usually satisfied for systems
given by linear autonomous exponentially stable
differential equations (ODEs, PDEs as well as
FDEs). In particular, it is satisfied for the classes
of retarded and integrodifferential systems con-
sidered in Section 3.
If (AB) holds, then there exists H e.tJ-(O"x')
such that
!{ : 2-r Mrr .C, (2.1)
where Mg denotes the multiplication by H on
the llardy space If2(C") (see for exa,mple Weiss
[14]). Therfore, if gs = 0 and u = 0, Laplace
transformation of (1.1) gives
sf(s) = H(s)f(s) + Gü(s).
Setting
G(s) = (sr - H(s))-rG, (z.z)
it follows that f(s) : G(s)ü(s). Using (A1) and
the fact that H is in I/-(O^*-), it is not diffi-
cult to show that for all suffciently la.rge 7 ) 0
e(/+?G)-1 
€ 
l f*(q 'x-) ,
i.e. high-gain feedback leads to a.t2-stable closed-
loop system. This observation is the motivation
(9'txt) := {
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for applying the high-gain adaptive control law
(1.2) to the system (1.1).
Conversely, if a system is externally described
by a transfer function G(s), and there exists
H € ä-(C-x-) and G € IR-x- with a(G) c
G such that (2.2) holdst, then the system can
be represented by (1..1), where }f is given by
(2.1). Whilst in this case the operator }C is shift-
invariant and in B (I' (R+ , R,- )), it is not true in
general that }f 
€ 
B(I"o(R+, R-)). However, un-
der the extra assumption that the inverse Laplace
transform of H(s) is in M(lRa,R-'*) (which is
usually satisffed in applications), it follows that
S{ given by (2.1) is in B(I-(R+,R*)).
To prove existence and uniqueness of the solu-
tion of the closed-loop system given by (1.1) and
(1.2), we fust consider the following more general
initial-value problem for t ) 0
ö(t) = (ßc)(r) + /(r,c(r)) +g(t), (2.3a)
r ( 0 ) = c o € l R n .  ( 2 ' 3 b )
Here we assume:
(i) a: Il".(R+,lR') -+ Iä"(R+,M), "4(0) = 0
and there exists fi ) 0 such that for all
a,xt er|".(R+,IRtr) and t ) 0,
ff91(,Ao - k')llr,3 rllgr(s - r')ll;," ,
i.e.4 is unbiased, causal and of ffnite incre-
mental gain;
(ii) f : lR+ x lR' -r lRn is a function with f(t, c)
being continuous in t and locally Lipschitz
continuous in r, uniformly in ü on bounded
intervals;
(iii) 9 is in tl""(tR+,Rn).
In order to deffne what we mean by a solution
of the initial value problern (2.3) on [0,?), where
0 < ? ( oo, we have to give a meaning to Ac
if o 
€ 
C([0,?),R") (remember rhat "4 operates
on functions whose domain of definition is R+).
We set (.Arxt) = (A9,x)(t) for 0 1 t 1 r I T.
Since 4 is causal, this defiuition does not depend
on the droice of r. By a solution of (2.3) on [0, f)
we mean an absolutely continuous function c on
[0,f) such ühat the difrerential equation (2.3a)
holds a.e. i" [0,T) and the initial condiiion (2.3b)
is satisfied.
Theorem 2.1 The initial-aolue pmblcm (2.3)
hos o unique solution d,efined on o mosi.mol inter-
lol of edstence l|,w), where 0 1u 1 m. Il w <
x, then therc exists o seguence ti 
€ 
(0,u) urith
lim;-;- ti : w ond such thct limi--'- llr(t,)ll =
m .
The above theorem has been proved in Logemann
and Owens [it]. Simitar resu-tts can be found in
Gripenberg et al. [3], pp. 359 and in Hinrichsen
and Pritchard [4]. Theorem 2.1 implies that the
initial value problem (1.1) has a unique solution
for all u,w 
€ 
rI,"(R+ , R- ) and 9o € lR-. More-
over, it shows thaü the closed-loop system given
by (1.1) and (1.2) has a unique solution.
The following theorem is the rnain result of this
paper.
Theorem 2,2 Let the assurnptions (AI) and
(A2) be satisf,ed, ond let .\ > 0 De giaen. Then,
for all initial conditions Uo € IR-, ko € lR,
oll w e ,- (R+, IR^ ) ond oll reterence signols
gr E Wr,61R+, R- ), the closed-loop sgstem gfuen
by (1.1) and (1.2) hos the followi.ng properties:
(i) The uniquc solution (V(,), e(.)) erists on
[0 , * ) ,
(ri) liml-4- ft(t) ensüs and is finite,
(üi) limsup,*- lls"(t) - y(r)|| S f .
The proof of Theorem 2.2 can be found in [6].
The following remark shows that the controller
(1.2) is robust with respect to measurement noise
and input disturbances.
Remark 2.3 (i) Suppose that the feedback sys-
tem is subject to a bounded input disturbance ö
and l7'l'--measurement noise z, see Figure 2.1.
This means we have to replace e and u in (1.2) by
e(t) = s"(t)-E(t)-z(t) and u(t) = k(t)e(t)+d(t),
respectively. It is not difficult to show that state-
ments (i) a,nd (ü) of Theorem 2.2 rernain true and,
moreover
limsuplly"(t) -s(t) -u(t)fl < f , (2.4')
t-)@
provided that (41) and (42) hold, u,6 €
,-(R+,ßm) and A,,u e Wt'-(R+,R-).  Set-
ting l, := Ä * llull;-1na,n",), (2.4) trivially im-
plies that
limsup lly"(t) - s(t)ll S 1".
t-)@
(ü) In applications it is often useful to modify the
gain adaptation law in (1.2) to
. .u.r  f  r0,(r) l l -  r )2,  i f  l le( t ) l l  > Iß\ t ) -  1  ^  r r f - i r + \ r r  - ,  \  ,( v, i f  l le(t) l l  < I
_ 
tIf G is meromorphic in aregion O ) qf , then thiewill be the case if and only if sG(s)-C =O(r) as lsl -r o in
Co and G(s) bas no zeros in Ql, see Logem-ann and Zwart [12].
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where 'y > 0 is an additional design pararns'
ter. This modification with suitably chosen 7 can
be used to improve the transient response of the
closed-loop system.
3 Applications to retarded
systeilrs and integrodiffer-
ential systems
In this section we show that Theorem 2.2 can
be apptied to retarded systems and integro-
differential systems. We solve the adaptive Ä-
tracking problem for these classes of eysterns un-
der the assumptions that the plant is minimum-
phase and that the high-frequency gain matrix
has its spectrum in the open right'half plane.
Moreover, it turns out that in both cases the
internal variables of the controlled plant remain
bounded.
3.1 Retarded systerns
In the following we extend any function F' €
BV(la,bl,R"') to the whole real axis by set-
ting F(t) = F(o) for ü ( o and F(t) = .F'(b)
for t > ö. Any measurable function / : O -+
F, Q c lR, will be extended to the whole real
axis by defining /(t) : 0 for t / O. For tr' =
(I i j )  
€ 
By([O,h],K*-)  and /  -  ( . f t , . . . ,Ä)r,
/r e Lt"(& lR), 1 < 'i S n, we define
Di=1d&i * t;
Di=, ahi * fi
where 61ffr. denotes the Borel measure on IR in-
duced by .Fii *d dF;i * fi denotes the convo-
lution of the measure dfii and the function fi(on the whole real line). If f is continuous on
[-h, m), then, of course, dF * f can be expressed
as a Riemann-Stieltjes integral
rh(dr+J)(t)  = /  d.F'(r) / ( t -r) ,  forü )  0,
J O
Consider the retarded system
-  i : d A * s * B v ,  o h _ t , o l = c o ,  ( S . l a )
! = Ct, (3.1b)
where A e BV(lO,hl ,Fx'n), .B 
€ 
l$x-,  C E
lRmxn and so 
€ 
C([-ä,0],R).
'We 
assume that
- o B ) * 0 ,  f o r a l l s e Q r ,
and
a"t ( 'r?(')
(üi) rk ( " -U, ) 
= ", for all Q'. o
(3,3)
wtrere Ä(s) := 
-ff exp(-sr)dÄ(r) denotes the
Laplace-Stieltjes transform of Ä. The transfer
funcbion rnatrix G(s) of (3.1) is given by G(s) =
c(sr - Ä(s))-r,8.
Remark 3.1 Condition (3.3) is the so'called
minumum-phase condition. As in the finite-
dimensional case, see Ilchmann [5], it can be
shown that (3.3) holds if and only if the following
three conditions hold:
(i) The trausfer function matrix G(s) has no
zeros in Ql ,
(ii) rk(sI - Ä("), B) : n, for all Ql,
We show that if (3.2) and (3.3) are satisfred, then
the retarded system (3.t) can be written in the
form (1.1) with (A1) and (A2) being satisfied.
Using a standa.rd coordinate transformation
see [0] for details, (3.1a) can be re'written as
! - dAlt * g * ilArz * € + CBu' (3.4a)
i - a h t * y * d A 2 2 * ( ,  ( 3 . 4 b )
gl1-r,01 = uo, €lt-r',0] = fo, (3'ac)
where All('), ,4rz(.), An(') and Äzz(') are ma-
trices with entries in By([O, h], R) of size rn x m'
m x (n - m), (n - n) xrn and (" - ^) x (n - m),
respectively.
Consider (3.ab) a^s differential equation in f with
forcing term dA21 + y and suppose for a mo-
ment that y can be chosen a,rbitrarily. For
given initial functions {s and ps and given y €
Ll""(l-h,m),R-), let {(t; €o,yo,V) denote the so-
lution of the initial-value problem
i = d A z z * ( * d A 2 1 + Y ;
611-r,o1 : {0 , gl[-n,ol : Yo -
Setting
S ( ( s )  =  d A p * € ( . ; 0 , 0 , y )  * d A s * 9 ,
w = dAn * {(' ;{0, yo,0) * dAn * ys ,
' ^ ' (1  )  '
dF -,f r= (
)
a(cB) c Co (3.2)
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where.4 e M(R.+,Rn"'), B € R^x* and C g
Rmxn. The Volterra integrodifferential system
1 t
ö(t) = Aor(t) + | h(t - r)r(r) dr + Bu(t) ,
JO
o(0) = co 
€ 
lR* ,
s(t) = cn(t),
where z{s 
€ 
IFx" and .Ar 
€ 
tl(lR+,R'""), it
obviously a special case of (3.5).
As in Subsection 3.1 we assume that
and
.  /  s l - Ä ( s )  - B \d e t [  ; - , - ,  :  ) + 0 ,  f o r a l l " € Q ' ,\ ( , u / (3.7)
where rl(s) ': Jo exp(-sr)d,4(r).
Combining standard results from the theory of
integrodifferential equations (see [3]) with ideas
simiiar to those in Subsection 3.1, the following
analogue of Corollary 3.2 for integrodifferential
systems can be proved.
Corollary 3,3 Assume that (3.6) ond (3.7) are
satisfied, ond let A > 0 be giuen. Then, for
all initial conditions us € R', ko € R, all
ul 
€ 
,""(R+,1R*) ond oll reference signals y, e
Wl'-([q,iR-), tlre closed-loop sgstem giaen by
(3.5) ond (1.2) hos the lollowing properlies:
0 The solution ("(.),k(.)) erists on [0,m) ozrd
is unique,
(ü) o(') is bounded. azd limt-+* k(t) exists ond'
is finite,
(üi) limsupr** lly"(l) - u(t)|| S f .
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